Introduction
Phase-shifting interferometry is popularly used for the topographical inspection of precision engineering rf'2 Its metrological principle is to measure the wavefront reflected off the test surface relative to the wavefront off a reference surface. For this measurement it is necessary to have a suitable phase-measuring algorithm that can determine the wavefront of the test surface by analyzing multiple interferograms obtamed with different phase shifts. A considerable amount of work has been done on establishing effective phasemeasuring algorithms, so several novel algorithms are available: the Cane,3 multistep,4 three-step,5 four-step,6 five-step,7
and Greivenkamp8 algorithms. These algorithms are distinguished from each other by the required number and spacing of phase shifts, and they each have their own advantages. The existing algorithms have one common feature: they assume the phase shifts are produced exactly as intended. If there exist errors in the actual phase shifts due to miscalibration or external disturbances, no accurate measurement is guaranteed.9'1 Therefore their application is confined to measurements in laboratory conditions. However, it is often required to implement the measurement in inconvenient environmental conditions. This is especially the case when a large object is to be examined or a test surface is to be measured on a machine in the course of a machining operation.
In such a case the optical apparatus needs to be made portable to attain good access to the spot to be measured, and the phase-shift errors inevitably encountered during in situ measurement need to be corrected for. Recently we proposed a correction method in which actual values of phase shifts are identified directly from interferograms without any subsequent calibration.'2'13 This method assumes that each interferogram has an identical phase shift that can be found out by least-squares fitting. It is now extended in this study as the A-bucket algorithm, in which the A stands for ''arbitrary.' ' This new algorithm determines any errors of phase shifts deviating from their intended values and also suppresses the errors by substituting actual values in subsequent computation. This algorithm is then applied to a prototype portable measurement system to prove that accurate measurement is possible even in harsh environmental conditions with vibrational disturbances.
2 Design of Measurement System Figure 1 shows the appearance of the prototype measurement system to implement the A-bucket algorithm to be described hereafter. Since the prototype was intended for portable use, main emphasis in design was given to maintaining mechanical robustness while minimizing size. As a result, the measuring part appears as a probe weighing about 300 g soit can be carried in one hand. The probe is simply seated on the target surface, and the subsequent measurement is performed without protection from external disturbances. Figure 2 illustrates the system configuration of the prototype. The optical part is a Twyman-Green interferometer. A beam of white light is used as supplied through a fiberoptic cable from a halogen lamp. The light is collimated and passed through a narrow-bandpass spatial filter. It is then projected by a beamsplitter onto the test surface and a flat reference mirror. The reflected rays are overlapped and seen by a camera through a series of magnifying and condensing lenses. The camera is of CCD type having 512 X 512 pixels and interfaced to an IBM PC 486 microcomputer through frame-grabbing electronics. Figure 3 shows the detailed design of the microactuator to move the reference mirror for phase shifting. Since the A-bucket algorithm requires an identical phase shift all across the mirror surface whatever its true value is, special care is needed in shifting the mirror. The mirror is guided by a circular sheet spring and pushed by a stacked, preloaded ceramic piezoelectric transducer (PZT). A ball joint is inserted so that the elongational motion of the ceramic is transferred to the mirror only in the normal direction, without any tilt motions. It is unnecessary to precalibrate the movement of the mirror, since the actual phase shift can be readily determined by analyzing interferograms. Si , and the other for . For clarity the former is referred to as the serial least-squares fitting and the latter as the spatial least-squares fitting. These two fittings are in fact crosscoupled;
is needed for computation of , and
, and vice versa. Therefore, these two fittings should be performed al ternately in an iterative way until convergence is reached.
Detailed numerical procedures are summarized in Fig. 4 .
It is possible that the obtained values of are not the right solutions. As a matter of fact, two sets of solutions exist for positive or negative in actual phase shifting so that only the preassigned sign is taken during numerical iteration. To assure satisfactory least-squares fittings in each iteration another consideration should be taken on the number ofdetectorsnandthe number ofphase shifts m. Themeasured
Consequently the nunber of data points should at least be larger than that of the unknowns, i.e.,
This condition is always met when n and m are taken as integers satisfying
It is not necessary to use all the detectors for the spatial least-squares fitting, since the total computation time increases as n becomes larger. In practice, the optimum range is found to be Likewise the optimum range for m is found to be13.
Experiment and Discussion
The A-bucket algorithm was verified by measuring a standard specimen on the developed prototype measurement system. The specimen had been approved by the National Institute of Standards and Technology; an array of rectangular patterns was etched on its surface whose cross-sectional heights measure 94. 1 nm with a total uncertainty of 2.45%. During measurement the specimen was placed on a workbench that was subject to a significant level of external vibrations. A total of six phase shiftings were applied equispaced in the range ofO to 2rr. Test results are shown graphically in Fig. 5 , where the result of the A-bucket algorithm is compared with that of the well-known R-bucket algorithm.4 It is clearly seen that the A-bucket algorithm gives a more accurate profile measurement, and the R-bucket algorithm is affected by external disturbances. In Fig. 8 , a detailed comparison is made between the Abucket and R-bucket algorithms on a sample profile. Some other measurement examples that were done with the portable apparatus are shown in Fig. 9 .
Conclusion
A phase-measuring algorithm named the A-bucket algorithm has been discussed for portable inspection of precision surfaces by phase-shifting interferometry. This algorithm iden tifies the actual phase shifts directly from the measured interferograms by an iterative least-squares fitting, so it has the advantage of minimizing phase-shift errors without precalibration even in the presence of vibration. A portable prototype measurement system has been designed to implement the A-bucket algorithm. Test results prove that this algorithm allows accurate measurements as compared with the existing R-bucket algorithm. Finally, it is concluded that the newly suggested algorithm is effective in eliminating any disturbances causing constant phase-shift errors across an interferogram. Further study is necessary if the tilt enor of the reference mirror is to be removed, since it causes linearly varying phase-shifting errors across an interferogram that cannot be treated by the current version of the algorithm.
